TJNSOIICITED GIFT
just beyond my bedroom window when the party next door
breaks up:... "Good night**. . . "Lovely rime" ... "Bless you,
my sweet"—(Bless youy my sweet, for ever and ever)—"Ring
you to-morrow, not too early, you'll want to sleep" . . . Joke,
joke, gorgeous joke about being tight, laughter, joke shouted
louder as party recedes from its host at the front door ... Riposte
bellowed back ...
The scene shifts. We leave our home and go for a holiday
("You need a thorough rest," said the doctor; "early bed and
take it easy*'). Early bed and falling asleep. Then a shock—
The heart staggers awake. What's happening a House on fire ?
Somebody ill ? Accident ? Air-raid >
This is what's happening:
"Going to have a bath?"
"Yes, I think so, makes me sleep better.   Unless you want it >"
"Oh, I'll have it after you;  bang on my door when you're
out."
_ ity-o.   Harry in yet ?"
"Still downstairs, hope he won't be long; just having a chin-
wag with Mr. Binks/'
"I don't expect he'll be long/*
"No, he won't be long.   Well, good night/*
" Sure you're all right 2 **
"Yes, I'm all right, thanks ever so much."
"Don't want anything 3"
"Don't think so; at least, you might ask Joanie to come along.
I want to tell her something about the morning."
— "That you, Joanie ? No, you can't come in, Sid's un-
dressing ..." (giggles. Joke* joke, slightly verging joke).
Joanie (in passage): "Speak up, I can't hear . . . Righty-o.
Good night. 'Night, Sid, see you in the morning!" (Iff could
prevent it, would they ever meet again, Joanie and Sid ?)
It is a personal idiosyncrasy of mine not to wish to know the
time when I cannot sleep. It adds to my panic, waiting for the
church clock to strike ("Now it's twelve o'clock—I must be asleep
by three, and even then I shall only get five hours. One, two,
three—I must be asleep by four, I simply must. .,") Quite an un-
reasonable form of panic and therefore I cannot expect it to be
pampered; nearly everybody else likes to hear a church dock
strike the hours at night. But a church dock which mdodioraly
chimes the quarters as well as the hours, by that, surely, my exasper*-
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